The original income of region is the income of region that a source from the outcome of region tax, the income of fee to use a public facility, the income of wealth management region that is separated and the others valid PAD, that the aim to give freedom for region in digging the funding of the implementation autonomy region. The fee to use a public facility of terminal is one of the fee to use a public facility region especially in Bandar Lampung city. The problem that occurs is regulation of region that lades about the fee to use a public facility in Bandar Lampung city it has not been rationalized so that it needs the improvement of fare and approximate estimation in the acceptance of fee to use a public facility in terminal in the coming years. The data that is used in this research is the data of the realization of fee to use a public facility acceptance in Bandar Lampung in year 2010 – 2013 and the data of realization of fee to use a public facility terminal in Bandar Lampung in year 2010 – 2014. The method of analysis that is used in this research is the method of descriptive quantitative analysis, this research is processed and analyzed to get the conclusion by using the theories and the datas that be related to this research. The conclusion of this research is the fare from each of fee to use public facility in terminal must be rationalized in periodic with focus on level of the inflation that occurs in Bandar Lampung city so that the target of the acceptance in the future is higher its value that is compared with the realization of acceptance before the rationalization fare along with its ascension exceeds the level of inflation that occurs in Bandar Lampung city.
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